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Chapter 2561 Worse Than An Animal 
With the endless supply of pills, Kai began to recover his strength by 
deploying Focus Technique. He had also swallowed the Revitalize Essence 
Pill Ivasha had given him. 

While Kai was recuperating within Imperial Beast City, the villagers of Rock 
Village were mired in suffering. 

At that moment, Brutus was whipping one of them in the center of the village 
plaza. 
Even though there was a huge crowd watching, none of them dared to make a 
sound. 
Emily’s eyes burned with rage as she watched the villager being beaten into a 
pile of bloody flesh, yet she didn’t dare utter a word of protest. 

She knew that doing so would only cause Brutus and Francois to massacre 
everyone in the village. 

After all, in the eyes of sect members, villagers were nothing more than a 
lowly existence that was nothing compared to them. 

“Emily, at the rate this is going, Mr. Lancet is going to be beaten to death,” 
Percy remarked beside Emily. 

Emily didn’t respond. All she could do was pray that Ali would be able to find 
Kai as soon as possible, for Brutus and Francois had arrived in the village 
looking for him. Hence, both of them were clearly not leaving until they saw 
Kai. 

“If only we had been more careful when we returned to the village,” Emily 
commented with a sigh. 
After escorting them back, Leifr departed without entering the village, while 
they subsequently strode into it with their guard lowered. 

That was how they walked in on Brutus and Francois asking around for Kai’s 
whereabouts. 
The moment the two saw them, they were immediately captured and 
interrogated about Kai’s identity. 
Upon learning that Kai had split up with them a long time ago and had Grus 



Divina with him, Francois sent Ali to find Kai. Furthermore, he had threatened 
to kill a single villager for every day that Ali failed to bring Kai back. 

Since evening had arrived and there was still no sign of Kai, Brutus and 
Francois had begun to beat up a villager in the village plaza. They had wanted 
to make an example of their victim to strike fear into others. 

Faced with Brutus and Francois’ brutality, the villagers of Rock Village could 
only suffer in silence. Angering the two attackers would result in the entire 
village being massacred. 
Soon, the villager being beaten no longer cried out and finally stopped 
breathing in the end. 

Only upon his victim’s death did Brutus stop. He then looked at the villagers of 
Rock Village and said, “Let me warn you. Today is just the first day. Someone 
else will die until Kai is brought here. This will continue until there are no 
survivors at all!” 
The villagers stared daggers at Brutus. Some of them were even trembling 
from being overwhelmed by anger. 

“Dr. Weiss, Ali has already gone to find Kai. We’ll definitely bring him back, so 
please calm down. I have also ordered a feast to be prepared and would like 
to invite you and your senior to enjoy some drinks before having an early 
rest,” Antonio said with a respectful expression. 
The mere mention of food caused Brutus to cast his whip aside before turning 
toward Francois. “Francois, let’s go get a drink.” 

Francois nodded in agreement and followed Antonio to a house. 
Despite Antonio’s obsequious and smiling demeanor, a look of sorrow flashed 
across his eyes when he snuck a glance at the dead body on the plaza floor. 
Nevertheless, he kept his emotions well hidden. 

In order to save more villagers, he had no choice but to serve Brutus and his 
companion as well as he could. 
“That’s all, folks. Go on home now.” 
Antonio waved his hands to disperse the crowd. 

His worst fear was that some among them might lose control of their emotions 
and attack Brutus and Francois. If that were to happen, more villagers would 
lose their lives. 
Ethereal Realm was a place where only the fittest survived. Hence, the fate of 
lowly villagers was worse than that of animals. 
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Chapter 2562 A Distinguished Guest 
The sight of the corpse lying at the center of the plaza brought the villagers 
untold grief. Unfortunately, there was nothing they could do other than return 
to their respective homes. 
“Are you all right, Emily?” Ira inquired the moment Emily returned. 

“I’m fine, Grandma. B-But Mr. Lancet was beaten to death by them…” 
While speaking, Emily burst into tears. 
“All that matters is that you’re unharmed. From the moment Kai stepped into 
the village, I knew that trouble wouldn’t be far behind. As for the bow, you had 
better hide it well and not let anyone see it,” Ira reminded. 
“I know, Grandma.” 

Emily nodded in response. 

At that moment, Rock Village was gripped by fear, for no one knew who would 
be the next to die. 

All they could do was hope Ali brought Kai back as soon as possible. 

Meanwhile, Kai was still focused on regaining his strength at Imperial Beast 
City, entirely oblivious to the calamity that had descended upon Rock Village. 
If only he had known about it, he would’ve rushed over without a second 
thought. 
After all, the villagers had not only been nice to him but also saved his life 
before. 
Three days later, Kai had exhausted the supply of pills in Imperial Beast City. 
Even so, he had only recovered seventy percent of his strength. Given how 
overwhelmingly powerful his body was, the amount of resources needed to 
restore it was unimaginably huge. 
If Yuven were to learn that all the pills in the city were not enough to help Kai 
recover to his fullest, he would definitely gape in disbelief. 

Nevertheless, Kai’s current condition would allow him to hold his own against 
anyone whose level was below Body Fusion Realm. 

After three full days of cultivation, Kai emerged from the room wanting to get 
some fresh air. 

“Mr. Chance…” 



No sooner had he walked out than Julius came up to him. 

It turned out that the latter had been keeping watch outside Kai’s door, ready 
to fulfill any request Kai had. 

Having received orders from Yuven, Julius didn’t dare treat the matter lightly. 

“Mr. Poulsen, what are you doing here?” 
Kai was surprised to see Julius outside and assumed that the latter was there 
to see him. 
“Mr. Chance, I was ordered by King Yuven to station myself here in case you 
needed anything. Do let me know if you have any requests,” Julius suggested 
warily. 
“I was just about to go on a walk out of boredom,” Kai replied with a smile. 
“You should get back to whatever you need to do.” 

“Mr. Chance, since you’re unfamiliar with the place, why don’t I show you 
around?” 

Julius didn’t dare leave because Yuven had ordered him to stay by Kai’s side. 
“Sure, why not.” 

Kai nodded, well aware that he didn’t know Imperial Beast City well. It would 
also be troublesome if he were to be stopped for questioning. 

Julius proceeded to give Kai a tour of Imperial Beast City. He even played the 
role of a tour guide by sharing with Kai the city’s rich history. 
Kai subsequently learned that Imperial Beast City was established more than 
a thousand years ago, while Yuven was the fourth generation of rulers that 
reigned over the city. 
However, just as Julius led Kai to the gardens at the back to admire the 
scenery, an agonized scream was heard, followed by the sobs of a young 
woman. 
The sound triggered a furrow of Kai’s brow as he attempted to head toward its 
source. However, Julius—whose expression darkened upon hearing it—
quickly stopped him. “Mr. Chance, a distinguished guest of King Yuven is 
inside. It would be wise for us not to interrupt.” 

Julius knew that Hosen of Emerald Cauldron Sect was behind the door, hence 
the desire to keep Kai away. 



“A distinguished guest?” A grim look descended upon Kai’s face. “What sort of 
distinguished guest would abuse a young woman?” 
Kai could immediately tell from the scream that she was being tortured. 

 


